
NAME: Tom Barrett
CAMERA: Nikon D810
Tom has been working as a graphic 
designer for the Broads Authority (the 
organization that oversees the Broads 
National Park that spans Norfolk and 
Suffolk) for the past 10 years, and his 
love of photography was rekindled when 
he took on the Authority’s photo library 
– consisting mainly of old slides. Having 
owned film cameras in the past he’s since 
invested in a Nikon D810, but wanted help 
with composition to create digital images 
worthy of adding to the library’s stock.

THE APPRENTICE

NAME: Tom Mackie
CAMERA: Nikon D850
Originally from Iowa in the USA, Tom 
moved over to the UK in 1985 with the 
intention of setting up as a landscape 
photographer, and now bases himself 
in Norfolk. He started out with a Nikon 
F2 Photomic, and progressed through 
film and digital cameras, such as the 
Nikon FM and FE2, and now uses a Nikon 
D850. 35 years on, he has a huge back 
catalogue of images he sells through 
stock libraries, as well as undertaking 
commercial photography commissions 
and running about a dozen photography 
workshops the world over per year. 
For more, see www.tommackie.com

THE PRO

APPRENTICE

Broads 
appeal
Great landscapes are all about 
first and last light, Tom Mackie 
sets his alarm clock early…

om Barrett met professional landscape and travel 
photographer Tom Mackie near the village of Thurne, 
Norfolk, at the appointed time of 3:30… In the morning. 
“Landscape photography is all about being at your location 
before sunrise – and being there beyond sunset. And at the 

height of summer that means getting up early and staying out 
late,” Tom M chirpily explained. It was the middle of June and the 

summer equinox was fast approaching, where the days are at their 
longest – and nights at their shortest. 

Their first shooting spot was just across the River Thurne from the 
village of the same name. “From here, Thurne Mill faces east across the 
river, and I’m hoping that we’ll get this really brilliant sky, with clouds 
reflected in the river as the mist rises, warmed by the morning sun.” 

T
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“Yes,�placing�the�horizon�centrally�will�
work�well�here,”�Tom�M�confirmed.�“But�
the�main�thing�is�to�keep�trying�new�
compositions.�Always�consider�whether�
there’s�anything�you�can�do�to�improve�on�
your�shot.�Change�your�orientation�from�
portrait�to�landscape;�try�a�different�
shooting�angle�to�bring�different�elements�
closer�together�(or�further�apart�in�the�
frame);�consider�the�effect�of�adding�filters;�
check�the�edges�of�the�frame�to�ensure�you�
don’t�have�anything�coming�in�that�you�
don’t�want;�and�think�about�how�you’re�
going�to�process�the�photo.”�

They�decided�to�add�a�3-stop�graduated�
neutral�density�(ND�grad)�filter�with�a�soft�
transition�to�balance�the�brighter�sky�with�
the�dark�land�below,�while�avoiding�making�
the�mill�look�artificially�dark.�After�trying�out�
a�variety�of�compositions,�such�as�the�
vertical�shot�(left),�Super�Shot�#1�was�
taken�with�a�panoramic�crop�in�mind.

EXPERT INSIGHT 
SKYLUM LUMINAR
 
Tom Mackie uses a variety of programs 
to process his images, but one of his 
favourite packages is Skylum Luminar: 
“I normally shoot at roughly 15-20 
locations around the world in a year, and 
come back with a mountain of shots that 
have to be processed before I head off on 
my next shoot. My workflow only allows me 
to spend about five minutes per image, and 
I find Luminar can be as quick and easy as 
you want it to be – you can go into really 
great detail bringing various elements out 
very easily thanks to its AI technology. For 
example, the AI Sky feature’s sliders will 
recognize and enhance only the sky 

without affecting the foreground or 
anything else in the image, whereas in a 
program like Photoshop you‘d have to first 
painstakingly create a mask, which takes 
lots of time. This powerful feature makes it 
very easy to accomplish a lot of work in a 
short amount of time.” 

To save £10 of the latest version of 
Luminar, use the code ‘Tom’ at the 
checkout: https://skylum.com/luminar 

They�set�up�their�cameras�on�tripods�and�
waited�for�the�sun�to�creep�above�the�
horizon�and�illuminate�the�landscape.�
�
MORNING HAS BROKEN
Tom�M’s�predictions�for�a�glorious�yet�
moody�sunrise�proved�spot�on,�with�the�
cloud-filled�sky�being�dramatically�reflected�
in�the�waters�below.�

“So�where�should�I�be�focusing?”�asked�
Tom�B.�“Is�it�on�the�windmill�itself,�or�should�
I�try�and�extend�the�depth�of�field�by�
focusing�on�its�reflection,�say?”�

“Focus�on�the�windmill�to�make�
absolutely�certain�it’s�pin-sharp,”�Tom�
replied.�“The�reflection�is�distorted�anyway,�
so�any�softness�in�the�water�simply�won’t�
be�visible�in�the�shot.”�

“And�what�about�composition?”�
wondered�Tom�B.�“As�there’s�a�reflection,�
should�I�be�looking�to�put�the�windmill�
centrally�in�the�frame?”

Camera: Nikon D810

Lens: 24mm f/1.8

Exposure: 1.6 secs, f/8, ISO100

SUPER  
SHOT #1

APPRENTICE

TECHNIQUE 
ASSESSMENT

SHOOT AT f/8!
Tom M says… Tom was using Manual 
exposure mode, but for landscape 
photography shutter speeds are 
incidental as you’re using a tripod, so 
I prefer Aperture Priority mode. It gives 
you one less thing to worry about. My 
go-to aperture is f/8, as this gives the 
optimum sharpness on most lenses.

1

2

3

CHECK THE HISTOGRAM 
Tom M says… After each and every 
shot I encouraged Tom to check the 
histogram on the back of the camera 
display to ensure we weren’t blowing 
the highlights in the clouds or on the 
horizon. It’s very quick to then dial in a 
little exposure compensation to bring 
the exposure back within the limits. 

AUTO/MANUAL FOCUS
Tom M says… Tom was focusing 
manually, but my eyes aren’t that good! 
I first of all use autofocus to lock onto 
the subject I want, then flick the switch 
on the camera to manual focus so that I 
can recompose before taking the shot. 
I generally focus on the subject itself, 
as an f/8 aperture and wide angle will 
give you a decent depth of field. 

Try a variety of compositions, and always 
consider how you can improve on the shot.
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YOU’VE BEEN FRAMED
As�they�prepared�to�pack�up�and�leave�
Thurne,�the�golden�light�illuminated�the�
mist�rising�from�the�river�and�they�passed�a�
sailboat�moored�up�at�the�water’s�edge�as�
they�wandered�along�the�riverbank.�It�was�
too�good�an�opportunity�to�miss.�

“I’m�a�sucker�for�a�‘picture�within�a�
picture’,”�Tom�B�announced,�setting�up�his�
tripod�to�frame�the�mill�within�the�triangle�
formed�by�the�mast�and�rigging�used�to�
hoist�the�boat’s�sails.�

As�he�placed�his�focus�point�on�the�mill�
Tom�M�stopped�him.�“So�here�it’s�the�boat�
in�the�foreground�that’s�important,�the�
windmill�is�secondary.�In�this�instance�you�
need�to�take�into�account�that�the�boat�
must�be�sharp,�from�front�to�back.�For�that,�
you�ought�to�be�focusing�around�a�third�of�
the�way�into�the�scene.�Focusing�on�the�
blue�canopy�should�be�about�right.”

TIGHTEN IT UP
After�examining�the�image�on�the�Nikon’s�
rear�display�to�ensure�that�the�critical�parts�
of�the�scene�were�in�focus,�Tom�M�
elaborated.�“At�wide�angles,�such�as�the�
24mm�lens�you’re�using,�f/8�will�give�you�a�
surprisingly�large�depth�of�field.�Narrower�
apertures�will�increase�this�further,�but�I’ll�
rarely�go�narrower�than�f/16,�unless�I�want�
to�create�a�sunburst�effect.�I�wouldn’t�
necessarily�use�a�narrow�aperture,�even�to�
increase�depth�of�field,�because�
I�know�this�will�add�softness�to�
the�image;�instead�I’ll�focus�
stack�two�images�by�
taking�one�shot�focusing�
on�the�subject,�and�
another�refocusing�on�

Camera: Nikon D810

Lens: 24mm f/1.8

Exposure: 0.6 sec, f/8, ISO100

SUPER  
SHOT #2

the�foreground,�then�merge�the�sharpest�
parts�of�each�image�in�Photoshop.

Tom�B’s�initial�framing�was�quite�wide,�
with�part�of�a�neighbouring�boat�in�the�shot,�
so�Tom�M�encouraged�him�to�really�think�
hard�about�his�composition:�“You�only�want�
to�have�things�in�the�frame�that�actually�add�
to�the�main�subject,�and�if�you�have�a�lot�of�
extraneous�detail�or�negative�space�it’s�not�
necessarily�going�to�make�for�a�strong�
composition.”�Moving�in�a�little�bit�closer�to�
the�boat�removed�the�clutter,�resulting�in�
Super�Shot�#2.

A TALL ORDER
The�sun�was�beginning�to�rise�rapidly,�and�

the�clouds�burning�off�with�it,�so�the�
pair�moved�onto�their�next�

location,�Benet’s�Mill�–�
although�the�‘windmills’�that�
are�a�regular�feature�of�the�
Broads�landscape�are�
technically�‘windpumps’;�

APPRENTICE

The rising mist and low morning sun 
afforded plenty of photo opportunities.

WINDMILLS & WATERWAYS

KILLER KIT
REVERSE ND  
GRAD FILTER
 
Tom M says… A regular ND grad 
transitions from dark at the top to clear 
at the bottom, and is used for holding 
back bright skies to create a more even 
exposure with the foreground. However, 
when you’re shooting at dawn or dusk, 
when the sun is low in the sky, then it’s 
actually the horizon that’s by far the 
brightest part of the scene. With a reverse 
ND grad the darkest part of the filter is in 
the middle, with the sky portion slowly 
fading out in strength, which helps gives 
a much better balanced image. 

3-stop ND grad

3-stop reverse ND grad

their�function�is�to�drain�the�low-lying�land�
for�agricultural�use.�Reed�beds�are�another�
dominant�feature�of�the�Broads,�and�at�this�
time�of�year�they�grow�extremely�tall.�So�
tall,�in�fact,�that�Tom�B�was�unable�to�get�a�
composition�without�the�reeds�in�the�
foreground�jutting�into�his�scene.�

“You’re�gonna�need�a�bigger�tripod!”�Tom�
M�exclaimed,�cranking�up�his�Gitzo�to�its�full�
two-metre-plus�extent.�The�problem�now�
was�that�the�shutter�button�was�out�of�
reach,�and�looking�through�the�viewfinder�
was�out�of�the�question,�so�he�switched�to�
the�Live�View�mode�on�his�D850�and�tilted�
the�rear�display�downwards,�meaning�they�
could�see�the�composition�on�the�screen.�

Using�a�drainage�channel�to�reflect�the�
mill�created�an�image�they�were�happy�with,�
then�Tom�M�showed�Tom�B�he�could�focus�
and�shoot�by�tapping�the�rear�of�the�display.�
After�examining�the�initial�shot,�they�
increased�the�aperture�to�f/11,�ensuring�the�
scene�was�sharp�from�front�to�back�to�get�
enough�depth�of�field�to�have�the�
windpump�and�foreground�reeds�in�focus.�
The�final�result�was�Super�Shot�#3.

It�was�now�6am�and�the�sky�was�getting�
brighter.�“We�won’t�get�much�more�this�
morning,”�reasoned�Tom�M.�“At�this�time�
the�sun�becomes�so�bright�that�the�light�
flattens�out�on�the�landscape.�We’ve�
already�had�the�best�part�of�the�day�–�early�
mornings�are�just�magical�on�the�Broads.�
There’s�nobody�about,�and�that’s�part�of�
the�beauty.�We’ll�head�back�for�some�
breakfast�and�to�catch�up�on�some�sleep�
before�reconvening�for�our�sunset�shots.”

LIGHT UP THE LIGHTHOUSE
Sunset�was�due�at�around�9pm,�and�well�
rested,�the�pair�met�up�early�evening�to�
head�to�Happisburgh�Lighthouse,�an�iconic�
red-and-white�striped�building�on�the�
Norfolk�coast.�As�they�made�their�way�to�
the�location,�Tom�M�explained�the�
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Capturing this barn owl in full flight – with 
its freshly caught prey – was a real bonus. 

plan�as�he�consulted�The�Photographer’s�
Ephemeris�app�on�his�phone.�A�full�moon�
was�due�that�night,�and�so�the�idea�was�to�
shoot�the�sun�setting�behind�the�
lighthouse.�Once�they�had�that�shot,�they’d�
then�have�to�circle�around�to�the�other�side�
to�capture�the�moonrise�–�should�the�
weather�conditions�permit�it.�

But�it�wasn’t�looking�promising;�when�
they�arrived�the�whole�sky�had�completely�
clouded�over�and�storms�were�forecast�to�
move�in�from�the�west.�A�couple�of�other�
photographers�also�arrived�and�set�up�in�
the�field.�“Oh�great,”�muttered�Tom�M,�
“That’s�just�where�I�wanted�to�shoot!�
But,�you�know,�this�is�a�big�space…”

WHY DOES IT ALWAYS RAIN?
Then,�half-an-hour�before�sunset,�the�
heavens�really�opened�up.�Tom�M�produced�
a�couple�of�chamois�leathers�from�his�pack�

and�draped�them�over�the�cameras.�
“I�always�carry�a�chamois�in�case�of�rain,”�
he�explained.�“I�do�have�a�custom-fit�
Gore-Tex�rain�cover�that�wraps�around�the�
lens,�but�the�chamois�is�quick�and�easy�to�
just�throw�over�the�camera,�and�when�the�
shower�has�passed�you�can�just�dab�any�
splashes�off�the�front�of�the�lens�with�it�and�
you’re�ready�to�shoot.”�

It�was�too�much�for�the�other�
photographers,�however,�and�as�the�rain�
became�more�persistent,�they�left.�And�the�
two�Toms�had�the�place�to�themselves.�

And�then,�just�minutes�before�sunset�
was�due,�and�as�quickly�as�the�skies�had�
clouded�over,�the�orange�sky�lit�up�behind�
the�lighthouse.�The�pair�had�already�
composed�the�scene,�using�an�f/10�
aperture�to�capture�detail�from�the�long�
grass�in�the�foreground�all�the�way�to�the�
lighthouse,�and�attached�a�3-stop�medium-

transition�ND�grad�to�enhance�the�dark�
ominous�feel�of�the�sky�and�balance�it�with�
the�field�in�the�foreground.�

Checking�the�histogram�and�image�on�
the�rear�LCD�revealed�that�the�glow�had�
blown�out�a�little,�so�Tom�M�suggested�
dialling�in�-2/3�stop�of�exposure�
compensation�to�bring�it�back�within�range.�
In�the�end,�Super�Shot�#4�had�been�more�
than�worth�braving�the�elements�for.

THE MOON’S A BOON
As�soon�as�the�sun�went�down,�the�pair�
were�prepared�to�call�it�a�night;�they�were�
getting�wet�and�it�was�clear�they�weren’t�
going�to�be�able�to�see�the�moon�through�
the�thick�clouds.�But�on�reaching�their�cars,�
the�persistent�rain�had�reduced�to�drizzle,�
and�looking�back�they�saw�the�clouds�
starting�to�part�–�and�the�moon�beginning�
to�rise.�They�exchanged�glances,�

SUPER  
SHOT #3

WINDMILLS & WATERWAYS

Camera: Nikon D850

Lens: 16-35mm f/4

Exposure: 1/8 sec, f/11, ISO100
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APPRENTICE

PRO KIT 
TALL TRIPOD
 
Tom M says… I use a Gitzo Series 3 XLS 
carbon fibre tripod with a Gitzo ball head 
mounted on a Gitzo levelling base. It 
extends to well over two metres, and is 
particularly useful for shooting in areas 
like Norfolk, which are completely flat, as 
it gives you the height you need to shoot 
over reed beds and hedges. 

PRO TIP  
WILDLIFE WATCH
 
Tom M says… As we were heading 
towards our sunset location, we heard a 
commotion over our shoulders and 
something moving. Tom had his camera 
in hand, which happened to have his 
telephoto zoom attached, and managed to 
quickly rattle off a shot – capturing this 
barn owl illuminated by the sun as it flew 
past a dark copse of trees – complete with 
a field mouse in its talons. He didn’t have 
any time to adjust his settings, but with his 
camera set to Aperture Priority and 
autofocus enabled, managed to capture it 
perfectly sharply – which would have been 
unlikely had the camera been set to 
manual. You never know what else you 
might encounter while out on a shoot, so it 
pays to be prepared for every eventuality!
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SUPER  
SHOT #4

BE OUR NEXT 
APPRENTICE!
 
We’re looking for future Apprentices! 
So if you would like to appear on these 
pages and get top one-to-one 
professional tuition into the bargain, 
send an email headed ‘Apprentice’ to 
mail@nphotomag.com and make 
sure that you include the following 
information: your name, address, a 
contact phone number, the camera 
and kit you use, and the subject that 
you’re interested in shooting. 

Next issue our Apprentice heads 
to the wilds of Dartmoor with pro 
photographer Ross Hoddinott.

hoisted�their�packs�back�
onto�their�shoulders,�and�
hurried�back�to�their�

moonrise�location�on�the�
other�side�of�the�lighthouse.�

Within�minutes�the�whole�sky�had�
cleared�and�there�wasn’t�a�cloud�in�the�

sky.�With�a�clear�shot�of�the�moon,�it�was�
the�perfect�end�to�an�imperfect�evening.�

TOM B’S COMMENT
I�was�pretty�comfortable�with�
many�of�the�technical�aspects�
of�photography,�but�Tom�really�
forced�me�to�think�about�my�

composition,�and�be�mindful�of�what’s�in�
my�scene�and�what�can�be�excluded.�I�can�
see�that�I’ve�tended�to�rush�things�in�the�
past,�trying�to�get�lots�of�different�shots,�
rather�than�refining�what’s�in�front�of�my�
eyes�until�it’s�as�close�to�perfect�as�can�be.�
I�won’t�forget�getting�soaked�to�the�skin�at�

Happisburgh�lighthouse�in�a�hurry,�either!�
Left�to�my�own�devices,�I’d�have�packed�up�
and�gone�like�those�other�photographers,�
but�I’ve�really�seen�how�a�little�persistence�
–�and�luck�–�can�pay�off.

TOM M’S VERDICT
Tom�really�appreciates�the�
natural�environment�around�
him,�and�knows�how�special�
the�Broads�and�surrounding�

countryside�is,�which�is�a�really�big�start�
when�it�comes�to�landscape�photography.�
He�was�technically�adept,�having�started�
out�in�the�film�days�where�everything�was�
manual,�but�doing�everything�himself�
overcomplicated�his�workflow�–�letting�the�
camera�help�set�your�exposure�and�focus�
for�you�can�save�bags�of�time.�He�asked�all�
the�right�questions�and�took�my�advice�on�
board�quickly,�and�has�come�away�with�a�
stunning�selection�of�shots�to�prove�it!� Im
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After the moonrise it was time to call it a night after 
a long and tiring – but hugely successful – shoot.
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PRO 
PORTFOLIO 
TOM MACKIE

CALIFORNIA, USA
Last year, southern California experienced 
one of the best superblooms of wildflowers 
in years. It was so incredible that it caused 
traffic jams on a nearby motorway, bringing 
in crowds of people to see the flowers. 
I found this quiet location by hiking in 
further past the crowds.

ALGARVE, PORTUGAL
During a workshop in the Algarve, I was 
showing the group how to create different 
effects using various shutter speeds. I was 
pleasantly surprised with this 3D effect the 
wet sand created, making it seem like the 
waves were hovering over the beach. 

RIISITUNTURI, FINLAND
I waited all week for the skies to clear to 
photograph these snow-encrusted pines in 
the right light at Riisitunturi National Park. 
Hiking in before dawn and out after sunset, 
I spent all day engrossed in capturing the 
trees that I ended up with minor frostbite!

APPRENTICE

Camera: Nikon D810

Lens: 24-70mm f/2.8

Exposure: 1/4 sec, f/10, ISO100

WINDMILLS & WATERWAYS
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EXPERT INSIGHT 
DOUBLE EXPOSURES
 
Tom M says… The moonrise shot was 
created with the in-camera double 
exposure feature. To get a crisp shot of 
the moon in your image you’ll need to 
take two separate exposures. Our main 
exposure was 15 secs to capture enough 
light on our foreground; not only would 
this cause the moon to blow out, that’s 
long enough to capture the movement of 
the moon, so it would be egg-shaped too! 
We photographed the base exposure with 
a 24-70mmm lens, then switched to the 
70-200mm for the moon, to make it 
bigger and more dramatic in the frame, 
and shot it at 1/50 sec. The moon was 

also actually off to the side of the frame, 
so in order to position it where we wanted 
relative to the lighthouse, I moved the 
focus point to an empty space in the sky 
in the first shot as a marker. Then 
positioned the moon on this focus point in 
the second shot, so it was in the correct 
place as the exposures were merged.


